
FUMC ESL 11-4-2019    Advanced Lesson   --   Elections


Students read and discuss. Pay special attention to the underlined vocabulary. 

Tomorrow, November 5th is a state election. Early voting started October 1st, so many people 
have already voted. This election has several propositions (a suggested plan of action) on the 
ballot. For example, one proposition would prohibit (prevent) the state from imposing or 
collecting an individual income tax. Texas does not and has never had a state income tax. They 
are among only nine states that do not impose an income tax. An income tax is a tax on the 
money you earn at your job. Texas imposes other taxes, such as sales taxes and property 
taxes.  The United States does impose an income tax. That tax goes to the federal government 
to fund the expenses of our national government.


Talk about taxes in your country.  
1. According to the paragraph above, do the majority of states have an income tax?

2. In your country, do you have state or regional income taxes or just a national income tax? 

3. The sales tax in Austin is 8.25% Six percent of that goes to the state and the local 

authorities keep the 2.5%.  Is the sales tax in your country higher or lower than here?

4. The amount a government should tax its citizens is controversial (people don't agree and 

argue about it).  Read the conversation below and tell  who you agree with, Jon or Ted.


Ted:  I think our taxes should be raised so the government can fund health care, education and 
conservation. We need more money for the national parks and welfare for poor people. To do 
those things, taxes have to be raised. I'm willing to contribute so others less fortunate can have 
what they need.

Jon: I disagree, Ted. I think the government tries to do too much. I think we are better off 
keeping taxes low so people can keep more of the money they earn. Then people will be able 
to pay for their own health care and education. I work hard for my money and I don't want to 
have money pulled out of my paycheck for people who don't work hard.


Our next national election will be in November 2020. We will elect a president and 
congressmen then. Beginning this spring, states will begin holding primary elections. Primary 
elections allow people who belong to each party to choose their candidate. For example, 
currently there are over ten Democrats who want to be president. At a primary election people 
choose which one of those people they think will be the best candidate to run against the 
Republican candidate.  There are a total of 4 Republicans who want to be president. But the 
Republican party almost always supports the incumbent.  Donald Trump is the incumbent 
because he is currently the president. So it is a sure thing that the Democratic winner will run 
against Donald Trump. In the U.S., presidents can only serve 2 four year terms. So the 2020 
election is the last time Trump can run for president.


Talk about national elections in your country.  
1. Are you happy with your current leader?

2. Do you think he/she will be re-elected?




3. Has your country ever had a woman leading the country?  

4. Does your leader have term limits or can they serve for life?

5. What do you think is the most critical attribute of a good president?


What are red states and blue states?

Red states are those where the majority of people vote for the Republican party. In blue states 
the majority votes for the Democratic party. We have other political parties, but they have few 
supporters. If a state is a red state, like Texas, that doesn't mean everyone supports the 
Republican party. There is a strong rural-urban divide among voters with large cities being blue, 
or Democratic, and rural areas being red or Republican.  All of Texas major cities voted 
Democratic in the 2016 election. 


Put the correct preposition in the blanks. Use IN, OF, or INTO. 

1. They are not dishonest, immoral scoundrels. They are people _____ integrity.

2. The vase broke _______ a million pieces.

3. The accident was the other driver's fault because I had the right _____ way.

4. He went ________ his office early and discovered it had been broken _______.

5. It was very kind ______ Sally to help us.

6. I'm kind _____ tired of eating fish. I'm ready for some meat.

7. The lawyer decided to look ___________ our case.

8. To the delight ______ the children, the schools are closing early due to the snow storm.

9. Though we started out as strangers, we turned _________ friends by the end of the 

vacation.

10. He nodded his head _____ agreement.

11. He is _______ for a shock if he thinks the president will resign that easily.

12. The weather will likely be bad on the day of the wedding, but _____ any case, the party will 

go on.

13. There was a big improvement ______ her grades this semester.

14. You have to take _______ account that she was sick most of last semester.

15. She's a native _______ Alaska isn't she?



